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Thanks for the note, Bill.  I appreciated your comments and sent Anna note that I hope will reduce tensions.  

See you on Tuesday.DavidTo:	David_Marwell @ jfk-arrb.gov (David Marwell) @ Internetcc:	 (bcc: David 

Marwell/ARRB)From:	wljoyce @ firestone.Princeton.EDU ("William L. Joyce") @ Internet @ WORLDCOM   

Date:	04/13/96 11:41:00 AM CDTSubject:	Update for meeting on 4-16-17-96Begin forwarded message:   

David:  Many thanks for that most  informative update on a variety of topics.  I look forward to  learning more 

during your briefing at the meeting, and I'm looking  forward generally to the meeting!  	Did you find my 

comments on Anna's odd message at all  helpful?					--BillTo: JRTUNHEIM <JRTUNHEIM@AOL.COM>,        

KERMITH <KERMITH@HUMANITIES1.COHUMS.OHIO-STATE.EDU>,        WLJOYCE <WLJOYCE@firestone>, 

ANELSON <ANELSON@AMERICAN.EDU>,        DMARWELL <DMARWELL@AOL.COM>From: David Marwell 

<David_Marwell@jfk-arrb.gov>Date: 12 Apr 96 19:17:06 Subject: UpdateMime-Version: 1.0Content-Type: 

Text/PlainContent-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printableI wanted to get this to you by the end of the week.  I 

will prepare  and send a draft meeting agenda on Monday after the staff's  pre-meeting meeting.1.   AppealsA. 

CIAThe CIA would like to meet with the Board on Tuesday at 11:00 AM to  provide information on two issues 

that were involved in documents  from the last meeting.B.  FBIThe FBI informed us earlier in the week that 

they intend to proceed  with their appeal (an earlier draft of which you have read).  We met  with FBI 

representatives today to give them some examples of where  information that they are seeking to postpone 

has already been  released.  I believe that they were surprised by some of it.  They  will meet with Shapiro who 

will make the final decision about whether  to proceed with the appeal.White House CounselJeremy and I met 

with Marvin Krislov's replacement, Steve Neuwirth  and got the familiar message that it would be terrific if the 

Board  and the FBI could work things out.  Although Neuwirth was somewhat  distracted, I got the impression 

that he would be good person to work  with. C.  Secret ServiceThe Secret Service announced that they are 

inclined to appeal several  records from the last meeting on two grounds.  We have sent them some  already 

released Secret Service materials that should discourage them  from appealing some of the records, but it is 

possible that they will  appeal some documents, primarily on privacy grounds.  Joan has been  active in 

preparing materials for a possible response to an appeal.2.  TeamsA. CIA TeamMary has been involved in 

lengthy and detailed discussions with CIA's  Historical Review Group on specific Board decisions from  the last  

meeting.  CIA team as a whole has been rereviewing records from the  last meeting, as well as those prepared 

for the last meeting but not  yet voted on by the Board, to bring all of these records into  conformity with the 

most recent Board guidelines.  CIA team has now  begun to review the last part of the Oswald file for 
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